Kenmore 24” Built-In Dishwasher w/ PowerWave™ Spray Arm

Kenmore built-in dishwasher 1309 features the PowerWave™ Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage.* And, it operates at just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities, like listening to music, without interruption while your dishes are getting clean. *Compared to a traditional lower spray arm (based on 468 to 854 sq cm).

- Includes Time Remaining Display
- With Heated Dry dishes come out dryer at the end of the cycle
- The SmartWash HE cycle uses only the amount of energy and water the cycle needs to get your dishes nice and clean.
- 35.4”x24.5”x26.5”

Model/Product #22-13092 – White
Model/Product #22-13099 – Black

$529.99
UPC: 883049339689

$649.99
UPC: 883049339696

Kenmore 24” Built-In Dishwasher w/ PowerWave™ Spray Arm

Kenmore built-in dishwasher 1309 features the PowerWave™ Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage.* And, it operates at just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities, like listening to music, without interruption while your dishes are getting clean. *Compared to a traditional lower spray arm (based on 468 to 854 sq cm).

- Includes Time Remaining Display
- With Heated Dry dishes come out dryer at the end of the cycle
- The SmartWash HE cycle uses only the amount of energy and water the cycle needs to get your dishes nice and clean.
- 35.4”x24.5”x26.5”
Dishwasher

Made in USA $589.99

Kenmore 24” Built-In Dishwasher w/ PowerWave™ Spray Arm

Kenmore built-in dishwasher 1347 features the PowerWave™ Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage.* And, it operates at just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities, like listening to music, without interruption while your dishes are getting clean.* Compared to a traditional lower spray arm (based on 468 to 854 sq cm).

• Time Remaining Display
• Heated Dry Option
• 35.4”x24.5”x26.5”

Model/Product #22-13472 – White UPC: 883049339757
22-13479 – Black UPC: 883049339788

Made in USA $709.99

Kenmore 24” Built-In Dishwasher w/PowerWave™ Spray Arm

Kenmore built-in dishwasher 1347 features the PowerWave™ Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage.* And, it operates at just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities, like listening to music, without interruption while your dishes are getting clean.* Compared to a traditional lower spray arm (based on 468 to 854 sq cm).

• Time Remaining Display
• Heated Dry Option
• 35.4”x24.5”x26.5”

Model/Product #22-13473 – Stainless Steel UPC: 883049339771
Dishwasher

$569.00 Amana Dishwasher

This dishwasher offers Softsound™ Technology II with a sound rating of 55 DBA. It has a 12-place setting capacity, 1-24 hour delay start option and a fully integrated console with led display. Also included is a high temperature wash option and sani rinse cycle.

- 12-place setting capacity
- Up to 24 hour delay start option
- Fully integrated console with LED display
- High temperature wash option and sani-rinse cycle
- Sofsound™ Technology II offers a sound rating of 55 DBA

Model/Product# ADB1500ADB
UPC: 883049354194

$499.00 Amana Dishwasher

This dishwasher offers SofSound™ Technology II with a sound rating of 55 DBA. It has a 12-place setting capacity, 1-24 hour delay start option and a fully integrated console with led display. Also included is a high temperature wash option and sani rinse cycle.

- 12-place setting capacity
- Up to 24 hour delay start option
- Fully integrated console with LED display
- High temperature wash option and sani-rinse cycle
- Sofsound™ Technology II offers a sound rating of 55 DBA

Model/Product# ADB1500ADS – Stainless Steel
UPC: 883049355009
Dishwasher

$469.00 Amana Dishwasher

This dishwasher offers SofSound™ Technology II with a sound rating of 55 DBA. It has a 12-place setting capacity, 1-24 hour delay start option and a fully integrated console with Led display. Also included is a high temperature wash option and sani rinse cycle.

- 12-place setting capacity
- Up to 24 hour delay start option
- Fully integrated console with LED display
- High temperature wash option and sani-rinse cycle
- Sofsound™ Technology II offers a sound rating of 55 DBA

Model/Product# ADB1500ADW – White
UPC: 883049354187

$749.00 Maytag Powerblast Dishwasher

Maytag® dishwashers feature the most powerful motor. An industry-exclusive stainless steel silverware basket is included along with a 10 year limited parts warranty. The Energy Star® saves both money and the environment. The 4-blade stainless steel chopper removes food particles. It’s the quietest dishwasher we make. Designed, engineered and assembled in the USA.

- 24.5”x24.0”x34.5”
- Energy Star®

Model/Product# MDB8959SFE – Black with Chrome accent
UPC: 883049397849

Model/Product# MDB8959SFH – White
UPC: 883049397832
Maytag Powerblast Dishwasher Stainless

Maytag® dishwashers feature the most powerful motor. An industry-exclusive stainless steel silverware basket is included along with a 10 year limited parts warranty. The Energy Star® saves both money and the environment. The 4-blade stainless steel chopper removes food particles. It’s the quietest dishwasher we make. Designed, engineered and assembled in the USA.

- 24.5”x24.0”x34.5”
- Energy Star®

Model/Product# MDB8959SFZ – Stainless Steel
UPC: 883049397856

Whirlpool Energy Star Dishwasher

The Energy Star® performance feature saves resources and money. Its Accusense® soil sensor varies normal cycle operation. The 1 hour wash cycle cuts time needed for clean dishes. Also featured is the triple filtration system that produces cleaner dishes, 4 wash cycles for maximum flexibility, and a quiet partner wash system.

- 4 wash cycles
- 34.5”X23.9”X24.5”

Model/Product# WDF520PADB – Black
UPC: 883049340807
$619.00 Whirlpool Energy Star® Dishwasher

The Energy Star® performance feature saves resources and money. Its Accusense® soil sensor varies normal cycle operation. The 1 hour wash cycle cuts time needed for clean dishes. Also featured is the triple filtration system that produces cleaner dishes, 4 wash cycles for maximum flexibility, and a quiet partner wash system.

- 4 wash cycles
- 34.5"X23.9"X24.5"

Model/Product# WDF520PADM – Stainless Steel
UPC: 883049340821

$649.00 Whirlpool Dishwasher with Fan Dry

This Energy Star® qualified dishwasher features hi-temp wash, Sani-Rinse®, and heated dry options, and a 1-24 hour delay timer option. Made in USA!

- Sani-Rinse® option
- Hi-temp wash, Soak & Clean option
- 34.5”H x 24.5”D x 23.9”W
- Weight of 66lbs

Model # - WDT730PAHB - Black
UPC # - 883049451367

Model # - WDT730PAHW – White
UPC # - 883049451350

$739.00 Whirlpool - Dishwasher Energy Star®

This Energy Star® qualified dishwasher has a cycle complete indicator light, sani-rinse option and a high temp wash, soak and clean cycle designed and assembled in the USA. It comes with a silverware basket.

- Sani-rinse option
- High temp wash, soak and clean cycle
- 34.5"X23.9"X24.5"

Model/Product# WDT720PADM – Stainless Steel
UPC: 883049340913